LEADING A SUCCESSFUL ADVISING TEAM

EMBRACING THE CHALLENGES AND JOYS OF BEING THE BOSS

LEARNING OUTCOMES

As a result of attending this session, attendees will be able to:

• Outline strategies for enhancing the performance of their advising team
• Describe approaches for empowering individual team members
• Describe the importance of communication
• Identify opportunities for administrator development and self-care

YOUR TEAM

• Create a vision of the future
• Clarify priorities
• Set expectations
• Communicate everything
• Advocate for them and their work
YOUR PEOPLE

- Create relationships
- Value each person
- Leverage expertise
- Invest in their futures

YOUR CHALLENGES

BOSS: YOU SHOULD’VE BEEN HERE AT 8
ME: WHY, WHAT HAPPENED AT 8?

YOUR JOYS

YOU

- Continue growing
- Consider goals
- Find balance
ENDING THOUGHTS

- Leading people takes TIME
- Leading people is about relationships
- Be authentic

WE NEED TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Share your opinion on this session with one simple click from any of the event’s web pages: